Abstract-This paper provides a concise introduction to semantic wikis. It also offers pointers to useful online resources about the subject, and presents some semantic wiki examples from the health and healthcare sciences.
I. WHAT IS A SEMANTIC WIKI?
Articles in regular wikis have structured, formatted text (intended for humans to read and understand) and untyped hyperlinks to other related articles within the wiki (again intended for humans to follow). Semantic wikis provide the ability to capture (by humans), store and later identify (by machines) further meta-information or metadata about those articles and hyperlinks, as well as their relations.
Let us consider a semantic wiki devoted to the discipline of microbiology (covering microbes and agents acting against them). The page for penicillin would contain, in addition to standard text information, some machine-readable semantic information, e.g., that penicillin is a kind of antibiotic -what is known as an 'inheritance relationship'. The wiki would thus be able to automatically generate a list of antibiotics, simply by listing all pages that are tagged as being of type 'antibiotic'. More complex metadata and relationships can also be stored, e.g., the subclass of antibiotics to which penicillin belongs (beta-lactam antibiotics) and its spectrum of action (Gram-positive organisms). Some of this information could be automatically derived from the free text (by the machine), but the chances of errors and inaccuracies when using free text (intended for humans) would be higher. If the semantic wiki exports all its attribute and relation data in RDF (Resource Description Framework -http://www.w3.org/RDF/) or a similar format, it can then be queried in formal ways like a database, so that a user or external Web site could, for instance, submit a query to get a list of all antibiotics that are beta-lactams AND effective against Gram-positive organisms (for more details, see [1] and [2] ).
Semantic wikis combine the strengths of the social "Web 2.0" and the Semantic Web [3] , while also overcoming some of their respective weaknesses or deficiencies (Fig. 1) . The latter issues include the search and information retrieval problems experienced in today's social "Web 2.0", with its "uncontrolled" or "loose" folksonomies (social tagging) and not uncommonly Lemmings-like 'wisdom of the crowds'; the apparent complexity, relative "restrictiveness" and "over formalism"/inaccessibility of pure Semantic Web methods (from the viewpoint of ordinary end-users, especially those of them who also want to collaborate on common Web projects); and the increasingly non-textual, multimedia and collaborative natures of the Web, which present many search/information retrieval, online collaboration and personalization challenges, requiring novel and fresh approaches to properly address them over the coming years.
One of the most promising semantic wiki implementations currently in development and use is the Semantic MediaWiki (http://semantic-mediawiki.org/), an extension to MediaWiki (the popular wiki application on which Wikipedia and many other wiki sites run) that allows for the encoding of semantic data within wiki pages, thus turning a wiki that includes the extension into a 'semantic wiki'. In the above example about penicillin, the Semantic MediaWiki syntax (in the page source) would be:
. [5] ) and many more (see list at http://semanticweb.org/wiki/ Semantic_Wiki_State_Of_The_Art#Active). Table 1 lists some key online resources about semantic wikis that can be accessed to learn more about the subject.
II. EXAMPLES AND POTENTIAL
A good example of a current semantic wiki implementation in the health and healthcare sciences is the WikiNeuron project at Yale Center for Medical Informatics (http://neuroweb3.med.yale.edu/mediawiki/ index.php/WikiNeuron). WikiNeuron was conceived for collaborative knowledge acquisition, annotation, and integration in neurosciences, and is implemented using Semantic MediaWiki. It features an internal semantic query language, supports RDF data export, and uses specialised extensions like the Halo Extension (http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Halo_Extension and http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Halo_Extensio n), an extension that has been developed in order to facilitate the use of semantic wikis for a large community of users by providing additional features and functionality to enhance wiki navigation, improve semantic data authoring, and simplify knowledge retrieval.
Other The Hesperian Online Digital Library (http://www.hesperian.net/health/Main_Page -requires a username/password to access, which can be requested at http://www.hesperian.net/ -hesperian@hesperian.org), a collaboration between the Hesperian Foundation (a nonprofit US publisher of books and newsletters for community-based healthcare) and the University of California, Berkeley (http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/ Research/Projects/Data/105520.html), is another healthoriented semantic wiki example supporting 'semantic queries'
(http://www.hesperian.net/health/Main_Page #Structured_Queries--_Examples - Fig. 2 ). Ziesche [6] describes how semantic wikis can help in disaster relief operations.
In the future, the semantic wiki concept might also prove useful in enabling on-the-fly, almost fully automated article remixing and mashups, e.g., combining an article about depression written by some author (according to some given 'semantic' query/quality criteria) with another one written by same or another author about one of the drugs available to treat depression (again according to some given 'semantic' query/quality criteria) to produce a more comprehensive output article about depression and its treatment. Such 'semantic' mashups could also retain the link to most current version of the original sources (via on-the-fly semantic queries), so that if those sources are revised, the changes would always be immediately propagated to the output "mashed-up" article when recalled, thus keeping it up-todate. 
III. CONCLUSION
When it comes to complex domains with hundreds of thousands of concepts/entities, synonyms and heavy ontological relationships (like medicine), the nextgeneration 'semantic wikis' have the potential of providing some excellent knowledge management solutions to specialist communities and general consumers alike, beyond the current offerings and affordances of mainstream "Web 2.0" wikis and mashups.
APPENDIX A DEFINITIONS
Semantic Web: The Semantic Web initiative aims at creating a Web where information semantics (or meaning) are represented in a form that can be "understood" by machines as well as by humans. This will pave the way to more "intelligent" machine-tomachine communication and information agent interoperability, and should ultimately empower human Web readers and solve many of the information management and retrieval problems they experience today with the current Web, including in Web 2.0 applications (for more details, see [1] , [2] , and http://protege.cim3.net/file/pub/ontologies/dublin-core/ hcm_dc_in_protege_newcastle.pdf).
"Web 2.0" Wikis: A wiki (from the Hawaiian wiki, to hurry, swift) is a collaborative Web site whose content can be edited by anyone who has access to it (subject to any editing rights/protection set by the wiki administrator-it is possible to make editing open to everyone). Perhaps the best example of a wiki in action today is 'Wikipedia' http://en.wikipedia.org/ (for more details, see [7] and [8] ).
